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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, June 15, 1970

By DAVID A. LANUE
OWENSBORO, Ky. (UPT) —
Lt. Gov. Wendell H. Ford, an
announced candidate for t he
that
lay
to
Deeehtenindaw calls
Democratic gubernatorial nomiso
the 17 year Locusts were
nation, Sunday charged his chief
thick at the Covington airport opponent with me tooism and
last week that she had to stand neglecting the major issues.
In the doorway of the big Delta
Ford in his hometown to preJet with a broom to sweep them sent the Governor's Cup to the
off of the passengers u they winner of the Owensboro Regatboarded the plane.
ta, said former Gov. Bert T.
Combs, who announced SaturWe don't know what happened day, had neglected the issue of
In this area but nary a one has law and order and justice.
made its appearance.
Calling the issue "glaring,"
Ford said he saw nothing in the
She says that they literally num- newspaper accounts of Combs'
bered in the tens of thousands announcement on law and order
at Covington and raised an eerie and added that while he served
din. Says a jet started its enpresident of the Senate durgine and blew a bushel of Lo- ng the last session, the legisiacusts out of the back of it.
ure alioted $2 million on the
udget to "upgrade and profesWe must be on the fringe area sionalize our law enforcement
or something so maybe we'll likes."
miss them.

Some Damage
Reported In
Murray Area

Fair Persons Treated
Here After Accidents

Four persons, injured in accidents, were treated at the
emergency room of the Murrey-Calloway County Hospital
over the weekend.
Hospital officials reported the
storm
following:
—A--yain and electrical
Craig Cain, age six, 1711 Milhit Murray and Calloway Counler Avenue, on Sunday at 4.40
ty last night about eleven o'p.m., laceration under the nose
clock causing electrical and
from a bicycle accident.
telephone lines to be damaged.
Stanley King, age 15, 421
Officials at the South Central
Meier Robert S. You,,son of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred H.
South 10th Street, on Sunday at
Telephone Company said
Bell
Young of 406 North 8th Sheet. Murray, Kentucky, resently
6:35 p.m., multiple abrasions to
eight am. today twentyby
that
assumed the position of Adlutant of the School Brined. at
the right leg and hand from a
Airman itkki• A. Knott
five calls for repair services
Hunter Army Airfield. Gootsb.
motorcycle accident.
had been taken and more had
Major Young has been serving as the commanding ofAnthony Mannin, age four,
been made since that time.
School
and
Service
Second
Company,
ficer of Headquarters
Benton Route Three, on Friday
E. S. Ferguson of the Murray
Support Battalion, School Meads at Hunter. Prior to his
at 8:10 p.m., laCeration to chin
System said that a few
Electric
assignment to Hunter, Major Young had completed his sectransformers were refrom a bicycle accident.
isolated
ond tour in Vietnam with the 7th Squadron, 17th Air CavilLindsey Hudspeth, age 11,
ported damaged, but no lines
403% South 2nd Street, on Sun- SAN ANTONIO — Airman were reported down in the city.
A 1962 graduate of Murray State University, he enterday at 5:10 p.m., laceration to Rickie A. Knott, son of Mrs.
The West Kentucky Rural
ed the Army in November of 1962.
right knee from bicycle acci- Dora M. Knott of New Concord, Electric Cooperative CorporaKy., has completed basic train- tion told the Ledger & Times
Malor Young's wife is the former Lou King, daughter
dent.
ing at Lackland AFB, Tex. He this morning that Some trouble
of Bruce King of Murray, Kentucky.
has been assigned to Sheppard had been reported on the lines
AFB, Tex., for training in air- in Calloway County.
craft maintenance.
The Murray Police DepartAirman Knott is a 1969 grad- ment reported that one of the
uate of South Marshall High walls of the new shopping cenItems were reported stolen School, Benton. His father, Wil- ter on the north side of the
from the warehouse of Bilbrey's lard L. Knott, resides on Route city was blown down during the
at 4th and Sycamore Streets, 1, Dexter.
storm. Also limbs were reportaccording to the report made to
ed blown down near Nelson
had made was a new experience the Murray Police Department
Banks' cafe on North Cherry
Mrs. James Byrn
Retreat at the Murray Neigh- for the girls. Kentucky honey on Saturday at eight &JD.
Street and by Boone's Coin
borhood Dey Camp in the Snipe cone was another food enjoyed Stolen were one General
Laundry on Poplar Street. The
Creek Area of Kentucky Lake by the girls. The Cadette Uni Electric 14 inch fan, one Gentraffic signal light was knocked
on Friday completed another taught knot tying to the Brow eral Electric iron, two two galout at the Five Points intersecsuccessful adventure for 103
tion and stop signs were placed
lon gas cans, and $7.00 in
girls in scouting. Colors and ReDeath claimed the life if there to control the traffic unThe 54 Junior Girl Scouts. change,. according to the police
treat were an activity for each their leaders and guests enjoyed report.
Mrs. Mary E (Bessie) Williams til officials from Paducah could
unit with the Cadettes teaching a Camp Bonfire Program on
Entry was gained by opening of 106 North 9th Street, Mur- Arrive to repair the light.
the girls the outdoor flag cere- Thursday night. The Cadette the lock on the back door, the ray, on Saturday at 8:30 p.m.
Many driveways were reportat the Murray-Callowsy County ed washed. 091 is the atttromonies.
Unit arranged the program police report said.
Hospital. She was 78 years of John Ed Scott, local weather
Patches designating attend- *hien consisted of visiting In
age.
observer, said that two inches
ance at a Bear Creek Girl Scout diens who arrived by canoe
city of MurDay Camp were presented to from the lake, group singing, a
Mrs. Williams husband, Doug, of rein fell in the twenty-four
past
each girl by their leaders. Cer- monolgue by a pioneer woman,
died in 1939 She was a mem- ray during the
tificates of Pioneer Crafters displays of handcrafts and skits.
ber of the First Baptist Church. hours.
Fire In County
were presented to the Brownies. After the bonfire, the group
was born in Trigg County
She
i
Junior Girl Scouts earned the slept on a hillside under me
Funeral services for Mrs. August 21, 1891 and her par- Quick action by the city and
Folklore Badge for which they stars like early hunters and Clarice Ray, ester of B. B. ents were the late William J. firemen saved the home of a
learned about the history of the pioneers did many years ago. Boyd of Murray, were held Sat- and Mattie Wallace Gordon. One Route Seven resident early this
community and developed a Eventually, the night sounds of urday at two p. m. at the Byrn daughter, Mrs. Kittie Brister, is morning. Lightning was believdeeper appreciation for the her- inse(ts, birds and animals re- Funeral Home Chapel, Mayfield deceased.
ed to be the cause of a blaze
itage of the Purchase Area
(Continued on Page Six)
that did moderate damage to
with Rev. Alvin York
Survivors are four daughters, the home of Mr. and Mrs. LarCadettes planned and performint
ed the skills necessary for a
Pallbearers Were Jake Dunn, Mrs. Mattie Tuggle of Jackson, ry Wadkins, south of Kingswood
Troop Camp while earning the
Byron Boyd, Coy Andrus, Ralph Miss., Mrs. Hubert (Frances) Subdivision.
Pioneer Badge.
Canter, Atwood Shrader, and Mattingly of Owensboro, Mrs. Wadkins reported that he and
Special events for the entire
Stanton! Andrva. Burial was le Robert (Juanita) Parks of Lox. his wife were awakened late
ingtos, Ill., and Mrs. Bill (Dor- Sunday evening when a bolt of
the Beech Grove Cemetery.
camp included stories taped by
A Swim party will be held at
Mrs, Fred Gipsies. Archery inMrs. Ray, age 73, died Thurs- is) Myers of Paducah; one son, lightning apparently hit their
John D. Williams, 106 North house, but at that time no fire
strultion and BB gun target the Oaks Country Club for day morning Mn the Green
practice was given by Phil Byrn fourth, fifth, and sixth grade ley Conmlescent Home in New 9th Street, Murray; one sister, was detected. They were awakMrs. Gregory (Myra) Blaine of ened several hours later by
of Boy Scout Troop 45 on Tues- children on Thursday, June 18, Albany, Loci.
Survivors are one daughter, Hopkinsville; two brothers, J. heavy smoke. Having no teleday. The Fly-up Ceremony for from ten a.m. to one p.m.
Brownie Troop 216 on Wednes- Each member may bring one Mrs. Ruth Evitts of Corydon, C. and W. T. Gordon of Cadiz; phone, Mr. Wadkins ran to a
neighbor's house, Mrs. Tommie
day had special significance in guest and the cost will be Men- Ind., one brother, B. B. Boyd of ten grandchildren.
the natural lakeside setting. ty-five cents per guest. Each Murray, one sister, Mrs. Tole The funeral was held today Atkins, who called the city fire
lunch.
a
sack
bring
Wheeler of Sedalia, and one at two p.m. at the chapel of the department at 12:45 a.m. They
Thursday was "Butter Day" is one is to
Committee chairman are Mes- grandchild.
Mn. Alfred Lindsay gave each
Bhilock-Coleinim Funeral Home in turn called the Calloway
turn at the old-fashioned dames W. J. Pitman, Will D.
a
County Fire Rescue, Both units
girl
the
for
funds
with R. A. Sinker officiating
for
drive
daughter,
A
old
in
year
have a six
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jar methods of mak Thornton, Richard Mallard, Paul
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trucks to the scene.
churn
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of
family
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Dana, and are expecting
juries by fifty per cent in 1
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Eating
butter.
lug
the
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statred
been
has
Lther child in November.
Chester Thomas.
at Wichita State University, This Kirksey
Richard C. Trembley, Route Ben Brumley, Luther Nance, in the walls and attic of the tmo
of MurThe Robertson family has a
turf will be tested by the pros two local banks, Bank
1,
Farmington, has had his driv- Charles Thurman, Earl Tucker, story frame house making fire
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Bank
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home at Kirksey, but Eugene is
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licenses suspended accord- Jimmy Dale Bell, and Tony Gor- fighting difficult.
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is
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the
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cis of Cincinnati
free. Seven weeks old. Call 753. the Traffic Safety Coordinating ments by the Blalock-Coleman p.m. and the Calloway unit reDolphins. The first profession ments at Houston, Texas, and activities in Alabama. He goes
Funeral Home.
Committee.
mained on the scene until 3:90.
al036.
Their
two
weeks.
two
in
Paducah every
for the treatments every
al game on the turf will be
of
Peery
Thompson
Kate
Mrs.
Earlier at 11 p.m. the Murray
sufferweeks and then returns to his
Birmingham on August 8. Th s ,n, Darren, age five, is
New Concord passed away SunFire Department was called to
ing from leukemia and has to farm work.
Jets and the Bills.
day at six a.m. St the Murrayfire at 307 North 6th Street,
take treatments once a month
Calloway County Hospital. She
but the fire was out on arrival
local
a
from
in
and
sometime
Louisville
up
in
us
wakes
Wife
was 75 years of age and was
of the firemen.
the night and says something doctor once a month.
death by her hue
in
preceded
also
Robertson
Mrs.
flashin
and
Mr.
came over the house
band, Walter F. Peary, on July
by United Press innarnationsi
lights and saying "Whoo, whoo
243, 1969
Several thunderstorms, fundl
(Continued on Pam, Six)
The deceased was a member
The regular ladies day golf
clouds, high winds, hail and
will be held at the Oaks Coun- of the Church of Christ. She
downpours of rain swept across
try Club on Wednesday, June was born August 14, 1804 in
central part of the nation
the
Henry County, Tenn., and her
17.
this marn.
Thompson
wishbut
Robert
listed,
were
parents
Anyone not
A tornado watch was in effect
Congressman Frank A. Stuo
play will be paired at the and Ida Bucy Thompson.
for portions of Southwest Lad
blefield, announced that Mur- ing to
daugh
Survivors are two step
tee. If anyone is unable to
Dodged &nos letoreatiessa
South Central Kansas, parts ef-- ray State University received
please contact someone in ten, Mrs. Orvis (Mildred) HendOklahoma and the Texas Pana supplement grant of $80,- play,
rick of Murray Route Five and
West Kentucky: Considerable 559.00 from the Office of Edu- your group.
handle.
Tee off on Number 10 is as Mrs. Martha Dowdy of Detro;t.
cloudiness continued warm and cation toward construction of a
A thunderstorm line drove
Peery
Bill
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step
one
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follows:
and
thundhumid with showers
winds of 50 to 75 miles an hoar
new general class room buildthree
Edith
One,
Edwards,
Saundrs
Route
9:00
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erstorm' likely through rues- ing, already in progress.
through Eastern Kansas.
day but mainly in the aft. "This new general class room Garrison, Grace James, and Pat- sisters, Mrs. Robert (Una Bucy,
Local flooding was reported
Pittman,
Mrs. Leslie (Minnie)
roof, and evening. Highs today building completion is expect- sy Oakley.
In Eastern Iowa Sunday after
Moody,
In the upper 80s to low 90s. ed by January _1971, and the 9:07 Laura Parker, Toopie and Mrs. Charlie (Opal)
more than two inches of rain
Lows tonight in the low 70e. Federal Grant is authorized un- Thomas, Sue McDougal, and Ca- all of New Concord; three bro.
during the weekend.
thers, Wade and Finis ThompHighs Tuesday in the low to der the Higher Education Facil- thryn Garrott.
Some rainfall totals in a six.
9:14 Bobbie Buchanan, Bon- son of Murray Route flit and
mid 90s. Winds today southerly ities Act," Stubblefield said.
hour period ending early today.
nie Story, Mable Rogers, and Norman Thompson of Lakeland,
15 mph. gusty in thunderRussell, Kan., 2.16 inches; ColLinda Adams.
Fla.; six step grandchildren;
storms.
umbus, Ohio, 1.81 inches; Bly.
grandchildren
Bog9:21 Sue Morris, Della
eight step great
theville, Ark., 1.80 inches.
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today at 3110 p.m. at the chapel
Extended weather outlook for
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Seven persons were cited by 9:28 Mary Humphries, Bever- of the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
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of Mexico to the Great Lake
the Murray Police Department ly Spann, Mary Alice Smith, Home with Bro. Walter Pigg ofFriday:
and in the Pacific Northwest.
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for
Grogan, Marie Weaver, and Ada Thompson, Charlie Wade
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the Midwest, although the night
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line
center
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almost
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sysonds
water
of
stop
a
pools
Coleman,
those
In
disregarding
rain results
Sue Roberts
Warm through Friday. Highs one for
Joe Pat Coleman, Mac
brought cooling to most other
must either slow to move through the pools or swine
mainly upper 801. Lows in the sign, one for shoplifting, one 9:42 Essie Caldwell, Dorthea Glen Sills, and Otise Thompson. f• stall off tho pavement. motorists
of the nation
areas
ted
this
which
point
at
weeepottribu
ha2i.
occurred
for reckless driving and un- Pik*, Doris Rose, and Sue Burial was in the Ratterree Stress the center tins. Several accidents
mm.
Early morning temperatures
wafer. Faulty dralMe on the south side of the state maintained
of
pools
arrangethe
to
directly
necessary noise, and one for no Steele.
the
Cemetery with
the water extending Into the south lane of the lemset. , ranged from 37 at Ely, Nee , to
Sunset today, 8:06, minim operator's license and improper 9:49 Betty Thompson, Maxa ments by the Blalock -Coleman • ellmet Is largely responsible for
(Staff Photo by Gene lifeCutelleots) 85 at El Paso, Tex.
passing.
'Reed, and Janice Stubblefield. Funeral Home.
Tuesday. 336. '

Rickie A. Knott Is
Assigned To Sheppard

Calloway Ladies Day
Gott Palings Given

Day Camp For Girl Scouts Held
In Snipe Creek Area Of Lake

Items Stolen From
librey's Wiehouse

By

Death Claims life
Of Mrs. Wiliams

a

rupyour
lush
en'ear.

B. B. Boyd's Sister
Dies In Indiana

agu‘tat.-

him Party Planned
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yat.

rive 101 iunos tar tuge
Robertson Family At Banks

Airs. Kate Peery
Succumbs Sunday

Goff Palings At ONS
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Thunderstorm Dumps Two
Inches Of Rain On County

Ford Levels Chirges
Against Combs Sunday

Turning to Combs' announcement that if elected governor,
he would appoint a commission
on environmental control, Ford
charged the former federal
judge with me tooism.
"I announced my position a
week to 10 days before he an
pounced," Ford told UPL "I
said I would form a commission
and he came back Saturday and
said me too."
Ford, saying he thought he
had the "experience and knowhow to operate goverment," added that the ideas he had been
projecting in the last few
months were "echoed by governor Combs' announcement Saturday.
"Therefore, I feel that my
thought and my ideas are in the
forefront so I have no reason to
back off now and feel very confident about the outcome of the
race," he said.
He added that "many people
have made an effort to keep
Got an envelope in the mail
one or the other out of the
from some firm with the followrace. But I didn't feel that it
ing printed on the outside:
was my time to so to speak
"Warning, if you throw this in
drop out or roll over and play
your wastebasket unopened, a Pairings for the ladies day dead."
capsule of water inside will golf at the Calloway County
Turning to the issue of direct
break, spilling onto a dehydrat- Country Club on Wednesday, election of the President and
ed boa constrictor. He will then June 17, have been announced. Vice President, which Combs
crawl out of the envelope and Tee off time is at nine a.m.
endorsed in a speech at LexingA potluck luncheon will be ton last Friday, Ford said again
crush you to death".
served at noon. Anyone not list- be had hocked such legislation
Net wishing to take a chance, ed in the pairings will be pair long before the former goverwe opened the envelope. Well ed at the tee. Betty Lowry is nor.
it could have happened. We are golf hostess and has released "If you'll go back and look at
past saying people can't do the following pairings:
newspapers in Lexington, you'll
Venela Sexton, Sadie West, find that I made a speech in
things that sound screwy. Every
day we see things We never saw Frances Miller, and Jennie Hut- 1968 that said we ought to have
before and witness events we son.
a direct election of the PresiEvelyn Jones, Euldene Robin- dent and Vice President," he
never thought possible. Some
nut probably will be able to de- son, Nancy Haverstock, and Jean said.
hydrate eomething like a Boa Wilson.
Again turning to the news
there are
Betty Lowry, Anna Mary media, Ford said be thought the
Constrictor. After
some fish that come to life Adams, Elizabeth Sluameyer, upcoming political battle had
when you put them in a bowl and Chris Graham.
been billed as "a campaign of
Frances Hulse, Alice Purclom, the money and the professionof water.
Reba Overbey, and Helen Pugh als &mind the nickels and
Betty Jo Purdorn, Norma
Thank* to the Seventh and PopWrank, Margaret Sbuffett, (Continued on Page Six)
lar Church of Christ for a well
deLines
Euva Mitchell.
and
lot.
marked parking
Jerelene Sullivan, Betty Scott,
CWF MEETING
lineating the sidewalks are loud
and clear. This is a practice Ruth Wilson, and Bobbie Garwhere
rison.
The Christian Woanesi's Felwhich many could follow
Carroll Hibbard, Urbens Ko- lowship of the First Christian
parking lots merge into the
enen, Nancy Fandrich, and Bet- Church will have a potluck dinStreet or sidewalk.
ty tSewart.
ner at the church librery ii
Eleanor Diuguid, Charlene 6:30 p. m. on Tuesday, June 17.
We have a Yucca Lily blooming. This is the first year for it. Doss, Lou Doran, and Irene Members note change in meetChitwood.
ing piece.
Madelyn Lamb, Jenny Sue
Lady the inside dog waked us
Mona
NOW YOU KNOW
up sometime during the night Smoci., Agnes Payne, and
walking around on the bed. It Purdom.
Juliet Wallis, Edna Knight, by United Press international
was lightning like crazy and
The first American feature
Lynn Houston, and Jackie Ranshe was scared.
length comedy film was "nilo=
Betty Hunter, Millie Nail, Lo- lie's Punctured Romance," proAmerican Biltrite Rubber Comduced by Mack Sennett.
Hart, and Reba Kirk.
chic
surface
the
providing
is
pany
sports,
synthetic
ter the largest
stadium installation anywhere,,
being built in Cookeville, Ten-I fl•
nesaee for Tennessee Tech. The
Uni-Turf running track is 49,000 square feet and the football
field has 104,000 square feet of
Poly-Turf.
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Ten Years Ago Today
TIKES FILE

atel
bektj

Judy Whitlow, daughter of Rev. and Mrs. William R. 11/haloa
of Lynn Grove, was elected as state songleader of the FHA 51the
annual meeting at Morehead.
Charles M. Mercer, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mercer of
Murray, received his Doctor of Medicine degree from the University
of Louisville on June 5.
Main Street will be resurfaced by the State Highway Department.
It will be from 4th or 6th to 16th Street.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Parker of Murray Route Two are the
. parents of a boy born at the Murray Hospital.

The moOn is between its first
quarter and full phase.
The- -morning stars are
Mercury and Saturn.
The evening stars are Venus,
Mars and Jupiter.
Draft age men born on this
date are number 180 in the
draft lottery.
On this day in history:
In 1752 Benjamin Franklin
demonstrated the relationship
between electricity and lightning by launching a kite during
•storm in Philadelphia with an
Iron key suspended to the
string.
In 1904 the excursion steambet "General Slocum" burst
Into flames on the East River
off Manhattan, taking the lives
of 1,021 persons.
In 1960 Premier Kishi asked
President Eisenhower to postpone a visit to Japan because
of anti-American riots in Tokyo.
In 1963 Soviet Cosmonaut
Yalery Bkyovsky orbited the
earth 81 times.
--A thought for the day: Scotch
author John Buchan said, "We
can only pay our debt to the
past by putting the future in
debt to ourselves."
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House Seniority Rule To Be Studied

HOT PILOT—An unidentified cadet yawns largely during
the 3-hour graduation ceremonies under a hot Colorado sun
at the U.S. Air Force Academy near Colorado Springs

acepts._
BOOK CAN H
TEENAGER AND
PARENT CONFLICT

By JONATHAN EDWARDS
Central Press Associatton
Correspondent
WASHINGTON- The swing
throughout the country 18
toward youth, except in Congress, and now a start has been
made there also in that direction.
The entrenched seniority system in Congress has been under
attack for year s, but it remained for the present House of
Representatives to do something about it. While it was a
nevertheless
step, it
timid
marked a radical move.
its
Under pressure from
younger members, the House
lcadership (the Establishment,
in current parlancei, has agreed
to a study by an 11 - member
committee of the seniority system under which congressmen
become committee chairmen
through longevity, not competence.
By direction of the Democratic caucus, the committee
will report—beck next- January,
the day before the House convenes for a new session. The
House leadership figured, and
quite accurately, that the press
of other business would make
it impossible for the caucus to
give the report much consideration.
• • •

Many important bills igaVe
been pigeonholed by committee
chairmen. Their power to do so
also gives them considerable
control over executive agencies
Former Rep. Carl Vinson: DGa., chairman of the House
Armed Services Committee, is
said to have remarked one time,
when offered the post of secretary of Defense, that he didn't
need the job; he could run the
Pentagon from Capitol Hill.
Speaker Joseph (Uncle Joe)
Cannon of Missouri can be said
to be the man responsible for
the establishment of the House
seniority system, although that
was the last thing he had in
mind.
• • •
CANNON and his predecessors as speaker appointed all
committee chairmen, but Uncle
Joe was so autocratic that the
House stripped him of his powers 60 years ago. It provided
Instead that committee chairmen (and all committee assignments( be ._!ipproved by party
anus. Thg—pracuce has Weis
followed since then by both
Democrats and Republicans.
Caucus approval has -been a
formality, however. The caucus
has consistently approved as
committee chairmen the members with the longest service. It
followed therefore that most
committee chairmen in Congress would be old and their
average age today is 70.
As a practical matter, the
ultimate power resides in the
committees. There is nothing to
prevent them from ignoring the
seniority system and selecting
their own chairmen. Efforts in
the past, however, to do so have
proven unsuccessful.
The Senate has chosen its
chairmen by seniority since the
16008. There is no indication as
yet of any change there.

Rop. Richard Bolling

"The adalcconen or children
rothe action "sIgnifican
can be a difficult time for
gress."
parents."
The seniority system in the
Although it is impossible to
House has been in effect since
eliminate all of the misunder1910. It is not based on rule or
standings, disagreements and
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among other things when the
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Ehrentried von Hollenben,
West German ambassador to
Brazil, was kidnaped by
•nachinegun-firing terrorists
from his limousine in Rio
de Janeiro. One of his bodyguards was killed and another wounded in the attack.
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JUST LIKE ON THE MOON --DUring a test to determine if an
astronaut attired in a lunar surface extravehicular suit can
ride a 2-wheeled vehicle on the surface of the Moon, John
B Slight rides an original prototype of a lunar cycle under
one-sixth gravity conditions aboard a KC-135 aircraft over
Houston. Tex He is a member of Flight Crew Support Division. Manned Spacecraft Center.
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By STEVE LIBBY
Written -Itapecially for Central Press and Whis Netrspaprr
THE YUGaSS•AVIAN village of St. Stefan, referred to loyal].
as Svett Stefan Peninsula, is connected to the mainland by onl,
a narrow isthmus, and it is situated in the Adriatic Sea. From
the sea, the island looms with a fort-like appearance, just
It did 500 years ago when pirates roamed the Adriatic and 01,Mediterranean, some 200 miles to the southeast. Many tielievi•
tkiatatriitc treasure is still buried undIFIrcirhat were until Ii
yeas% ago--the houses of the village.
Today, though, the houses of St. Stefan are a far cry fron.
the Slavic homes of the past. The entire community is a hot.,
What was once a collection of three dozen homes are now vc•
which can accommodate as many as 200 guests. St. Sti-:...
just off the rugged coastal mainland of western Yugoslay.,
between Petrovac and Budva
SOME 45 miles south of Dubrov- to work at the hotel complex
nic, is a total resort community. and, by 1960, the $3
It has been successful, at- project was completed. It 'a..
tracting some 6,000 guests each officially opened as a r,
year. About a third of the community.
The three dozen houses on s!
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ing the excellent guest facili- cottage suites making up p..
ties, the peace and quiet, ttie hotel complex. Narrow with,.
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Reds Put
For Pit

By GARY IC)

UPI Sports W
The Cincinnati Re
the fun back in b
Pitcher Jim McGloth
Not only has
pitching been mori
he feels embarrasse
he doesn't hit. He
two singles Sunday s
U ripped Plilladet
with an 18-hit attack
his record to 9-3, or
than he totaled all
with California,
"This club gives
fideneeit McGiothlit
"When you're doe
three runs, you imc
come back. In Ca
reached a point whe
fun any more. You
losing habit and I
figuring I'd go
seven innings
as
out."
In other NL act1
Los Angeles nudged
4, New York topped
5; Montrdal edged
San Diego beat Pitts
and San Francisco c
Louis, 7-4.
In the America

Hugh Roi
Wins We
Open Tot

By ED SAD1$
UPI SportsV
CHICAGO (UPI).
Royer, his perform
of golfs premier b
the National Open,
will be anti-climatic.
His greatest thi
came Sunday when
his first tournaml
ever with an 11-uock
of 273 to capture I
Open and its firs
46,000.
"Nothing that c
next week," he said
win the National
come up to thit
nothing like your
lamest win."
Royer, who drop
pro golf tour in 196(
wanted to get mar
back into weekly
31/2
years ago.
Sunday his best fin':
place in the 1,9
Invitational,
Dale Douglass, se
second a stroke be
at 274, birdied the 1
put himself in pus
with another bird
hole.
"I just knew thi
way he could birdie
said, "so when he
had a abort putt for
18, I prayed."
His prayer was al
sank his putt, am
aware that he had t
hole in four to tie,
into the turf with hl
left himself a 25-fc
the bird, and knocke
foot away from t
leave Royer in front.
Douglass earned
cond money and fl
tied for third at
earning $5,906.
Bobby Nichols, Jim
Jack Nicklaus, Be
and Tom Weiskopt.
Arnold Paler fird
at 279 for $3,830,
McBee, Julius Borot
Brue tied for 9th
pickup $3,250 apiece.
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Bill Muncey Roars To Win
In Owensboro Hydroplane

Ft. Marcy Races
To Belmont Win
Cards Call Up

Young Pitchers Win Games
In American League Sunday

By United Press International
call to the post must
UPI Siebert.
miles per hour in his three The
like a cavalry By FRANK DE GEORGES
sounded
(IJP0
have
Ky,
OWENSBORO,
Pinch-hitter Thurman Munson
15-mile races.
Writer
at
Sports
Marcy
speFort
for
charge
in the winning run with
Before an estimated 65,000
drove
2-mile lap was
1
Twenty - one - year - old Steve
the The fastest 2/
Saturday.
ctators lining the banks of
ninth-inning single to right field
, who Belmont Marcy, carrying top Dunning
in
by
Cleveland
turned
Chenoweth
the
of
Ohio River, Bill Muncey roared opened the throttle to 165.386 Fort
Bert to give the Yankees their
the
weight of 127 pounds, galloped Indians and 19-year-old
home the winner Sunday at
Mph.
Minnesota
the
Royals Sign Three wheel of Myr's Sheet Metal in Terry Sterett, another son of to a hall-length victory in the Blyleven of recent college victory.
Sizzling Willie Horton stroked
Gov$57,400 Bowling Green Handicap Twins, both
homers and Norm Cub
Orioles Decide To the second annual Kentucky
two
Owensun- Sal Sterett, drove Miss
in the process set a graduates, threw baseballs at
ernor's Cup competition for
added a two-run shot to help
in the on turf and
finish
boro
to
the
a
fifth-place
in
Sunday
for
3-5
elders
Ruling
2:26
By
their
of
Abide
net track record
limited hydroplanes.
starter Earl Wllsoo to his
American League and won.
from field of nine hydrop1aines2rourth 1 1-16 miles.
victory, in Detroit's win
The veteran boat driver
fourth
Place went to Notre Dame,piloted
innings
five
Dunning went
, wan two Pre" by Leif Borgersed of Seattle. Rokeby Stable's six-year-old
.
Seattle,
California
over
his
in
champion went postward the and gave up five hits
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UPI)- liminery heats and finished secDave May's first homer
Muncey chalked up his second favorite and returned $5.00 as first professional baseball apannto
Royals
race
The Kansas City
in the final 15-mile
year, a two-run blast With
By GARY KALE
straight victory on the hydroWashington swept two from ounced Sunday they had signed ond
second in the pearance and gained credit for the
outpoint Dean Chenoweth of Tam- Place circuit and took a long Drumtop finished
out in the 10th inning, woe
two
UPI Sports Writer
,
Milwaukee
1-5
over
Chicago, 8-4 and 5-3; New York three pitching prospects.
&V
victory
of
a 9-2
Fla., for the $5,500 first stride toward the overall point race. The old mark
pa,
for the Orioles. Jim
game
the
five
The Cincinnati Reds have put whipped
5-3;
Ctty
pitched
Kansas
was established last year by and Blyleven also
are right-hander Scott prize.
They
his ninth win
gained
Palmer
his
boosted
he
over
hip
as
4for
in
fun
Champions
baseball
back
the
Baltimore won over Oakland,
innings for a 10-2 triumph
Czar Alexander.
1,100 points total
of Portland, Ore., souMcManis
losses. Fred
amassed
Muncey
three
against
He
3,169,
n
for the year to
pitcher Jim McGlotett
2, in It) innings; Detroit
D'ertagnan scored an easy the Boston Red Sox, his second
Jim Feller of Union, Pa., while Cbenowith in Miss BudTaltiot of Oakland was tagged
the lie
on
's
Cup
lie
President
Not only has McGlothlin thrashed California, 8-4; M thpaw
eon
The
Top
year.
over
the
win
of
length
and right-hander Brian Ford of weLser has 925.
with his first loss.
°btnfnac River at Washington, Market and returned $7.80 in
pitching been more effective, innesota mauled Boston, 10ni must admit that I had a
San Fernando State College.
Sterett, chip off the old D.C., last Sunday.
Billy
Aurelio Rodriguez celebrated
the
took
he feels embarrassed now when 2,
slugged
at
I
Handicap
when
Cleveland
and
few butterflies
McManis and Feller were draft block, gave hometown fans some- "We're in good shape nation- the $56,350 Cinema
biggest day in the majors
his
"I
said.
d
He
hie
be doesn't
contribute Milwaukee, 9-2.
Re- mound today," Dunning
choices for the Royals and Ford thing to cheer about as he came ally, but you never can have Hollywood Park. Summer
could with a five-hit barrage, includa
two singles Sunday as CincinnaI
by
that
Bill Sudalds' two run, two-out was a free agent.
triumphed
hoping
just
was
($34.60)
sort
In third with 827 points in Miss enough buffer," be commented.
a bonier in each game, to
ti ripped Philadelphia, 10-1, pinch hornet for Los Angeles in
in the $30,425 Long Pitch at least five or six innings ing
Budweiser U. His dad, Bill Ster- Chenoweth, in second place, length
Washington to its first
Pace
runs.
with an 18-hit attack and raised the bottom of the ninth inning
two
or
Monmotith
one
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give
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and
ett, won the Governor's Cup raci trails Muncey by 519 points in Branch
sweep of the year. Dick
double
got
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Park.
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East. Jim Brewer pitched the
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International
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fun any more. You get into a broke a 5-5 tie with a single and championships Sunday.
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Los Angeles nudged Chicago, 5- Houston. Denny Lemaster lost completed sparring Sunday for
nipped Kansas City, 3-2, Detroit Double-A Texas League,
Detroit.
4, New York topped Atlanta, 7home
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night
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United Church Of Christ Minister Says
Would Like To See Women In Ministry
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . . .

tedusbe 753-1917 or 753-4947

I v
olortori,e

sary as an odanined minister of
EW RUTH YOUNGBLOOD
HONOLULU (UPI) -The the United Church of Christ,
Rev. Edith Wolfe would like to the Hey. Wolfe believes now is
Monday, June IS
The Penny Homemakers Club see more women where few the time for an aspiring clergy
will meet at the Holiday Inn at dare to enter - the pulpit.
woman to make her move.
Despite skeptics who claim
ten a.m. with Mrs. Ruby Harrell
"The shortage of ministers
that
a
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won't
inspire
the
as hostem.
has posed a crisis in the
411111• Ana.•11111M••••••• •1111. •111
•••
confidence of a congregation, church,"
Miss Wolfe said, "and
the
energetic
ministe has many churches are having to
Tuesday, Jame Id
The Junior Golfers, ages become one of Hawaii's most reconsider their private views
seven through fifteen, will play beloved ministers,
about women preaching."
every Tuesday, beginning at Approachtruz her 25th =liverPercentage Very Small
Country
nine cm., at the Oaks
Although women ministers
Club.
represent only about 2.3 per
•••
Miss Angela Austin became and Mr. and Mrs. John Washcent of the nation's clergy, the
Morris
in
the bride of Donald
Circle I of the That
burn, Princeton, Kentucky.
clergywoman does not encoua double ring ceremoaY Per- After a short honeymoon, Mr.
1st Church WSCS will mast at
rage every girl who indicates a
By Abigail Van Buren
formed by Rev.John Washburm, and Mrs. Morris will be at home
the social ball at two pm.
passing interest in the ministry
•••
uncle of the groom,Sunda y, May at 206 West 6th Street in Bento pursue it.
. DEAR ABBY: My biggest problem was JEALOUSY,
31, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon ton.
The WSCS of the Goshen U
"If they show that it's the
Methohut I solved it myself. Bill and I have been married for 14
Bed Methodist Church will
at the Dexter-Hardin
as.
glamour of standing before a
dist Church.
at the church at seven p.m.
"ears and have five children, and when I look around and see
HIGHPOINT, NC.(UPI) - congregation, with the candles
•••
The bride is the daughter of
ildiat some women have to put up with, I consider myself
After ear plugs, there's wall- glowing and the choir singing,
Benton
and
of
Missionary
Woman's
Culp
Jean
The
Mrs.
ibcky. Bill works steady, supports me and the kids, doesn't
iety of the First Baptist Church soaping to protect urbanites that's attracted their interest, I
Mr. Alvin Austin, also of Bea, but he does like a little change once in a while which
son
of
will meet at the church at 9:30 from city noise. That's car- remind- them about visiting the
ton. The groom is the
to drive me up a wall. But no more! I just tell myself
old people and being available
peting - on walls.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Morris
is nothing I can do about it and I should concentrate on
•••
The need for preventing noisy at all hours for help," she said.
of Hardin.
good points.
insults
to
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•
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seated by Mrs. Mary Irwin,
dha
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authorities.
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Learn-To-Swim
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ind daughter team.]
City noise pollution's going have to adjust their marriage
Program Wednesday, June 17,
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visited
States
.
hems
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ding marches were used. Lightministry, not the
Shells Melee Nelson at chapter office in courthouse up one decibel a year, a rate to the
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render
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accordits to the Department of
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your women readers. It's good insurance against divorce.
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university
t3
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at
continues.
The total number of visitors,
SHARING IN ST. Itouts
Miss Jane Griffy and as best
9:00 p.m. Parent or guardian
Research has shown that an marriage, I always say that
as tourists or on business, was
man, Larry Jones.
register child, sign per unexpected sound as violent as half of all the people who get
• ___ DEAR SHARING: To each her *um Bat I think any wife
must
1,752,842,
12.1
increase
of
an
The bride chose a streetminion slip, and pick up ticket a sonic
nap gees in for this kind of "group insurance" should use the
boom can have married are women," the
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minister said.
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entitle
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to
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lillika in HER head to fill in the boles in bet husband's.
permanently
damaging effects
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny A. Net
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be
on
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unborn baby. The loud
estimated 9.4 million from son of Route Five, Benton, an'tic
sleeves and an A-line skirt. Canada and 1,015,420 from nounce the engagement of their at pool who has not pre-regist- sound of an electric bell can rather than a handicap," she
DEAR ABBY: I have just spent 9 days in a hospital. My
said. "I can be impartial and
The pointed neckline was rash. Mex ico.
daughter, Shelia Elaine, to Joe ered. Expense fee is $1.50 per kill mice.
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The greatest number of
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drugs, and tests. The doctor's bill was separate.
for noise absorbing trends in be a caring person.
and wide pointed collar edgedin overseas visitors came from Albert M. Dodd, 913 North 18th
. Abby, I didn't see a nurse for hours at a time and there
Thursday, June 19
Speaks as Christian
home furnishings. Among those
white lace. The shoulder length Britain, 253,184. Others Street, Murray.
were times when I desperately needed one.
The Temple Hill Chapter No. in the
"And I don't preach as a
industry beating the
veil vas attached to an heirloom Included: from West Germany
Miss Nelson is a 1970 grad511 Order of the Eastern Star drums
The nurses I did see were wonderful, but they were few
for faster development woman, but as a Christian
headpiece encrusted with Wade 144,380, Japan 124,678.
uate of South Marshall High will meet
at the Masonic Hall of
and far between, and all worked to death.
this
and crystals. She carried a
School.
trend is Edward P. speaking to Christians,"
According to the Commerce
at 7:30 p.m.
Instead of preaching in one
When I was well enough to walk up and down the halls, I
Waltemath,
Mr. Dodd attended Murray
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One
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a
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signed by June Tedder, NSID.
an angel in white!
Wooden shoes
table was Miss Darn Austin
The living room of this three.in walkout
and Mrs. Lophus Hiett.
-room
apartment was dominated IT'S A FACT! You get m
Wt.
-of-tow
n
guests included
CONFIDENTIAL TO "SUSPICIOUS" IN COLUMBUS:
TILBURG, Holland (UPI)- by a marble
fireplace island. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Peters
or your money when
When a 21-3rear-eid daughter arranges to have her mail sent
Wooden shoes, once somewhat
An accent rug hung on one
and daughter of Princeton, Ky.,
DID YOU KNOW THAT . . . Did you buy enough food for of a national symbol of Holland,
uy a Magnificent Magnavo
is a Mead's beam because she doesn't trust her own mother.
wall
of
the
dining room.
Mr. Billy Washburm,San Diego, Mechanisation plus other im- your family's daily nutritional are on the
factory tried at
It's more el a reflection se the imother than it is on the
way out. Only 5.7
Milo
Baughman, another de,
California, Mr. and Mrs. Hob- proved methods from farm to I requirement? - Ima Hamilton, per cent of the
LEACH'S
MUSIC & TV
daughter.
Dutch
people
signer, created a series of selfert Weeks, Detroit, Michigan, market help bring us food to. Courthouse, Mayfield, Ky. 42005
now wear them, according to in- contained, sequestered
Dixieland Center
a smaller proportion of the ?bone 247-2334.
cockpits.
dustry statistics.
take home pay than any country
••••••••••••••••••
Maxine Griff
In the world.
In, Federal Building, Clinton,
Ky. Phone 653-2231.
•••
If you are in the sewing
"know how", help a beginning
seamstress because- Sewing to:
DIFFICULT when you cannot
understand a pattern directim.
BORING when Mother insists
on making a blouse, and you
want a mini skirt. MISERY
when you have to rip it out.
******
•
•
UGLY when your dress does Out
fit. CONFUSING when one word
One Group
such as "whip" has several
meanings. FRUSTRATING when
you make two sleeves for the
same arm bole. - Catherine C.
Thompson, P.O. Box 270, Hickman, Ky. 43050. Telephone 235
•••--•••••••••-•••••-•-•-•••••-•_
2351.
‘.*
One Rack
•••
One Group
It is not necessary to wipe or
wash meats which you buy be.
fort cooking. - Patricia Everett, Benton, Ky. 42025 - Telephone 5274801.
One Group
•• •
Textured
When you stop your car end.
denly, does your purse slide off
the seat? If so, slip the handle
of your purse through your ear
seat belt before you fasten it.
One
ou_p
You and your purse too are safe
One Group
this way. - Barletta Wrather,
205 Maple Street, Murray. ILY.
42071. Telephone 753-1462.
•••
THE FAMILY'S FOOD DOLLAR - Today's markets are
overflowing with an abundance
of food. With so much to
ALL
choose from, how can we be
t;tip
sure that the kind of food we
select will give a good diet,
Vaster Drydroner
The Daily Food Guide is the
answer. It points out the main
•••
•••••4,0.4
kinds of foods and amounts that
•
•
•
•• we need each day. The pattern
One Group
of choices and amounts needed
Box
In the Dailey Food Guide are
based an what is known about
ANY
people's needs for vitamins, pro.
GARMENT
tein, minerals and other nutrients. Check your groceiy list.
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.....,,,,daaaaaaa......••••••sstaS•••••••••
••••••••••••iiiiiiiisi

off RAINCOATS

$15& $20

$5, $10 & •$15 PANTY HOSE

5Q & $1

9:00 A.M.
NO APPROVALS or RETURNS of SALE MERCHANDISE

1/
2 price

with similar garment at
the regular price.

1/3

BLOUSES $15, $2, S3, $5

Gowns an Pajamas
ROBES
$3.00 & $6.00
$3 & $4
To
one Group
Girdles
514
HATS• Handbags
$2, $4, $6 Scarves &
$2,$3, $5 $3.00 & $5.00
One
Scuffs $1.00 Bras $1.0 Slips $1 & $2 Jewelry 54

Sandone

LAUNDRY & CLEANERS

$5 &$1O

SLACKS

I Another
reason to
comeky clean
/
/with A
us.

BOONE

SALE

Roikne, gre..et \,p,
Dame for,t ball I 114#1 I I
.1
killed in a plane (
Hassan hare.. on \leo I
I
I 93 I.

,,,S

MADEMOISELLE SHOP

4th Street

Murray, Kentucky

Phone 753-3882

POE SALO

ROOF PI/0E11M VA
answer. Apply neer-i
Hy-bles !Sheeted All
gain= foe cagy II
square foot. Seals old
salsas@ and reduce
inaperatera by 15
Wears for yeses. Ask i
cial 30 gallon drum
Wallas Paint agare

PANASONIC solid slat
taps recorder. Two tei
ACC opareted. Mod
1025. Accessories; D7I1
rophone with 701110i
witch, microphone
band belt, radio card
reel and a inegnetie e
SP/king taPa Ind
Used one month, $401
753-3147 or 753401
9:00 p. m.
HOUSE TRAILER for
50'. Cell 753-8731 or

HOUSE BOAT whic
four, with Weak, oat,
gas stove. aming a
H. P. Evinrude mobo
lahey be seen at the
Boat dock. For inform
753-3748 or 753-3568.

DINETTE SET with
Mao RCA television In
chtion. Will mil sem
information cell 753-'
FEEDER PIGS for
753-7955
EIGHT COLLIE pupg
each. Call 4354232.
CHAMPION five-sett
none, 2 genial mares
also one Siamese ki
Information oil 753-I
8:00 p. m.
HOUSE 'MAHAR, 5'
conditioned, Alvis Ru
ray Route 4, call 7535:00 P. m.
A GOOD buy . . . giv
Blue Lustre America'
carpet shampoo. West
Home of "The Wish]
16-FOOT GLASPAR,
power Evinrude, h
trailer. Call 753-8601
BEATEN down carpel
when Blue Lustre art
electric shampooer
CRUSHED STONE
Call, we deliver on
1.000. Fred Gardner
CHOKE TABLE end
in good condition. Os
after 4 p. m.
USED COLD-SPOT ni
er, 26,000 BTU, g
tine, $176.00. 753-22
ANTIQUE pie sate.
nut, newly erttleoloi
ton Green. Reason
to large for Wane
Phan 753-6030 attar
CASH AND CAR
Sale, while it lasts.
PIC $139 sq. Yard; I
$2.99 eq. yd; other
eq. yard; indoor.out
sq. yard; commerria
&malty rubber back
yard; also mamma
bathroom pieces, stag
chef, boats, campers
Lowoverhead, yoke
Paschall's Discount
ref, Ky., 4024733.
CLEAN1NGEST on,
you ever used, so es
Slue Lustre. Rent ele
pooer $1. Western f
of -The Wishing W
TWO FEMALE I
dogs about I monttu
doge can be registere
2318

•

••

a
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TIMES -

11RRAy

MONDAY - JUNE 15, 1970 -

KENTUCKY

,Sel/g Nu*
24
,
liko,RentRini
mow ME

NOTICE

SERVICES OFFBRED
SAWS PTLED, hewn mowers mil
email epplisecas repaired and
yard tools shammed. 512 IL
South 12th Street. Phone US
June-311-C
8067.

TO PROPERLY CONTACT YOUR
MEMBERS OF CONGRESS

U. S. SENATE
FLOOR SANDING and
work
old
Seem
and
NOLP WANTED
HELP WANTED
FOR RENT
NOTICS
HELP WANTED
Party, Term
Telephone No.
guaranteed,teed. 311 Yews WPINNI•oh
COOK
Uslicky
Ends
WANTED,
City
rwo-azoaoom duplex spotdays. For In- John Taylor,
(Area Code 2112)
Name and Address
NOTICE OF BOND SALE terview
mint Phone 753-7850.
call 753-4478.
TIC
3-1/1•C Rage 2, 4281S phone
R'publican 1975
225-4343
Marlow W. Cook
The City Clerk of the City
L'ville
Room
mazzaoom furnished apart- of Murray, Kentucky, will unRoom 437
meet at 801 Waldrop Drive. Tor tii 7:30 P. M., C. D. S. T., on WANTED: Dictaphone typist
Information call 733-3264. TIC June 25, 1970, at the regular with Medical treminology exOld Senate Office Bldg.
HAULING
meeting piece of the COSMO* perience. For Medical Records Gravel Dirt and White Reck
Washington, D. C. 20510
FOR country's largest, fastest growing chain of selfNICE FURNISHED Or coo& Council in Murray, Seeitudtt Department. Apply
in Person
Assignments:
-Fast
Committee
Service
Gonad apartments foe college receive
competitive, sealed at the Murray-Calloway
Phone 75341041
service shoe department. Fine opportunity to learn, latest
County
Agriculture. Judiciary
gide. Call 7334108 or 711$411It bids on $1,500,000 of its City hospital between the hours
of
et 75.3.5543
R'publican 1973
225-2542
John Sherman Cooper
TIC of Murray School Building Rev- 9:00-4:00, Monday through Frimethodists of merchandising. Contribute your own ideas,
Somerset
125
Rooui
bearing
end
day.
J-23-C
FURNISHED 'paranoia sad enue ponds, dated
Old Senate Office Bldg.
assume responsibility quickly. If you are willing to work
private mow for college boy& interest from June 1, 1970, paYthe deWashington, D. C. 20510
semi-annually,
in
a.ble
Cali 733-5108 or 73348111 TIC
CARPENTRY: now or remodeland can use your own common sense you will soon be sunomination of $5,000, numberCommittee Assignments: Foreign Relations, Public
ing.
For
free
estimates
call
NICE FURNISHED house, close ed 1 to 300, maturing on Da
Works, Rules and Administration. Standards and Coopervising others.
Hawley Bucy 402-8120.
TIC
to college, for seven girls. Has oember I in each of the respect"t7.1.?"4"..r."."
duct, Joint Library
two full baths. Must be 21 years ive years, 1971 through 1992,
BUSH-HOGGING, tree trimming
bailable person from this Alma
to servIce •nandcollect from
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
old. Phone 753-5863 or 733-5108. inclusive, Bonds maturing on
and removing, setting meter
Excellent Opportunity For Advancement
automatic dispensers. No ex•
be1980,
and after December 1,
District
base poles. Call 438-2460. J-15-C
Perience needed
We establish accounts for you.
ing subject to prior redemption
Telephone No. Party, Served
Openings In Murray and throughout the Greater South
Car, references and 1111116 te
CALL
THIS
SPACE FOR one troiler, pri- on or after June 1, 1980, mid
number
for
panel51.7115 cash capital necessary
(Area Cods 21/2) City Since
Name and Address
4 to 12 hours weekly nets I.
ing, painting or general repairs
vate, shady, ressoaable, near payable at the Bank of Murray,
(Apply In Person After 9 a. m.)
cellent monthly tocorri•
Full
Dist. 1 1959
225-3115
A.
Stubblefield
Frank
Free estimates, 753-4684. J-18-C
Murray. Call 753-1864 before Murray, Kentucky. The minitime more For local into,woo ,
*Me, include telephone num•
D'mocrat
Room 2422
6:00 a. m. and after 4:00 p.
um bid is $1,470,000.00 (98%
bar to
WILL DO bush-hogging by the
Murray
Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Day time call 753-5311 J-15-C
EAGLE tosourraits
hour or by the acre. Phone
of par) plus accrued interest,
Washington., D. C. 20515 --YIN
E A DOW 11ROOK ROAD
Sherrill
Outland
753-3786
after
TWO APARTMENT% en OS in multiples of 1/8% or 1/10%,
Id DINE APOL
MINN UM
Committee Assignments: Agriculture. 'Sordoni Marine.
4:00 p. mfsi
North 4th Street. For informa- not exceeding 5 different rates,
3-16-C
ries
tion call Mrs. George Hart, 753- with a maximum interest difFOR CLIPPING and WO-hog1602 or Gene Landoll 753-8175 ferential of 2%; provided, how- WANTED:
ratline residents of ging call 7534290. Satisfaction
Tit ever, the net average interest western
Kentucky who remem- guaranteed, reasonable rates.
ex-1
not
shall
City
ber the mooceliine war of the
BEAL WITATI POE SALA
BUILDING for body or clean cost to the
SEAL "ETATS KW SALE
maximum permissible Ws are needed by the Capri
NOTICE
up shop, electric doors, air com- -coed the
based upon the Theatre to tell v•hat happened
'HOUSE at 1314 Sycamore. Full BY OWIVAIK: Newly painted and
pressor, Natural gas heat, ex- interest rate
Bonds, during the moonshine vier. Call THE KEN-LAKE Ranch feat size botement, Lot tow a ma. redecorated two-bedroom white
ROOF PROBLEMS: We hare the ELECTROLUX SALES & Ear
lighting, good location price offered for the
cellent
permissible in- Tammy Brown, Capri Theatre, urea horse back riding at Au- rall 753-4904.
mower. Apply new roof with vice, Box 218, Murray, Ky., C.
1-16-C Mine twine on North 8th. Den,
Call 753-3018.
3-15-C which maximum
Ily-glas ?Boated Asphalt Ahe M. Sanders. Phone 383-2488
terest rate shall be determined 753-8084.
utiiity, garage, air-conditioned
.1-1/1C rora, Kentucky. Phone 474-2273.
minim for only $ cents par Lynnville, Kentucky.
MOBILE HOME, two bedroom, in accordance with regulations
J-Li-P
and storm windows. Phone 753
square foot. Seale out rale, ie.
June-16-C air conditioned. Call 753-5963 of the Kentucky Department of
NEW the-bedroom house, no 7664.
maim and reduces Waging
Education as of the time of the SUMMER WORK for women, WANTED: lawns to mow in the ormarniesicas-by owner, brick.
STOP
CAFE,
now
opencity
limits.
Phone
7534030.
TRUCK
lemperatur•
111 degree&
sale. The approving legal opin- part time and full time posicarpeted, nice neighborhood,
TFNC Cail 753-4684.
Wears for years. Ash about spa ed under new management. ALR-CONDMONED apartment ion is by Rubin & Trautwein, tions, day or evenings. No can.1-1154
Russia exploded its first hy24
hours
days
a
week
for
summer.
For
information
Open
7
dal 30 gallon drum price at
Louisville, Kentucky. The re- vasing. For interview appointdrogen bomb Aug. 12,-- 19.5.3.
welcome.
Leon
a
day.
Everyone
oil
753-8555.
J-18-C
Hughar Paint
quired good faith check will be ment call 753-8070 between 2 PROFESSIONAL Painting. InJune-311C and Dorothy Derrington.
$30,000.00. The Bonds will be
3-17-C terior and exterior. References. THREE-BEDROOM brick with
J-16-C FURNISHED three-room air- issued on a tax-exempt basis. and 4 p. m.
Free estimates. Phan 753-3486 central heat and air, carpet
conditioned
apartment.
Private
Miamommommillir
PANASONIC mild abate partible
Bid Forms, Circulars, and the
July-12-C throughout, airport, 1% tile
entrance,
1405
Poplar.
3-16-C
time recorder. Two tape *ma,
baths, built-in Tappan applianOfficial Teams and Conditions DON'T just sit in the am-get
ACDC operated. Model No. IQ
HOUSE TRAILER, nice, alt.-con- of Sale of Bonds may be ob- out in it selling wonderful Avon WILL DO baby sitting in your ces, utility, on large lot. City
1011-i_Atioesaceies; Dynamic WeJ-154 -school district, priced under
ditioned. Mobile Home Village. tained from the City Clerk, or cosmetics and toiletries. Earn home. Call 753-8753.
with remote control
Certified Wayne
Pe753-3895 or 753-3481
from the Fiend Agent, Stein as much es you like on your WILL KEEP children in my $20.000.00. Phone 753-4516 after
- microphone ems and
2.17-NC
3-15-C Bros. & Boyce, Inc., Starks own tinse. Call quickly, collect home, 5 days a week. Call 753- six p. m.
Certified Kent
herd belt, radio cord R. 3 inch
Building, Louisville, Kentucky after 7 p. m., 365-9424, Mrs.
Registered
Dare
6635.
J-16-C
reel and a asegnetic ear phone.
POUR-ROOM funziehed apart- 40202. (Signed) City of Murray, Janet Kunick, or write Route
Registered Hood
Splg tape aid batteries.
inert, private bath and en- Kentucky, by Stanford Andrus, 1 Box 136-A, Princeton, Ky.
HOUSE FOR SALE by owner,
Used one month, $40.00. Phone
3-17-C
trance, a conditioned, utilities City Clerk.
Solo Herbicide
two year old brick house with
753-3147 or 7534875 before
fu.nished,
available
n.w.
709
Publioation
of
the
foregoing
Inoculation
central air and beating panelIYIJC
9:00 p. m.
Poplar, phone 753-3048. J-17-C wee approved by the Common
ed den and kitchen, large carpWe pay highest cash pricel
Council of the City of Murray
eted living room. Three nice
HOUSE TRAILER for sale, 10'
FOUR-BEDROOM, two bath, at a meeting held on June 11,
size bedrooms, with carpet Two
50'. Call 7534231 or 753-7885. for wheat.
brick home, 1000 Sharpe Street. 1970.
baths and utility room and car3415•C
$115 month. Yearly lease. Call
Stanford _Aixtrues,
port This is near Robertson
7534357 or 901-3474468. TFC
City Clerk
HOUSE BOAT which deeps
school and Melt who& Loontud
1TC 1
four, with aink, cabinets and
Central
10' x 55' 2-BEDROOM mobile (Seal)
on Keeneland Dr. For informagas stove. Having a Twin as
bonze, sir conditioned, nice
3-154
A tion call 7534922.
Co.
Paving
H. P. Evinrude motor, $2,000.
cation, 2 miles east of Murray.
3 and 4 rooms with baths.
May be seen at the Sportsman
Old Concord Road
Available immediately, $70.00
FREE ESTIMATE
Furnished. All utilities paid.
Boat dock. For information call
per month. 12' x 50' mobile
INCOME and Invert:meet Pro- BACK TO THE MY-Leaving
Phone
Summer
location.
Downtown
753-3146 or 753-3558.
home, 2 bedrooms, air condiperty: five efficiency apart- General Hospital in New
rein. Also a nice one-bedFREE, FREE, Joe
geoadoel timed, automatic washer, newments, five motel type sleeping Britain, Conn., with his wife
DINETTE SET with 6 chairs;
room air-conditioned trailer.
rooms, all furnished (6 build- Grace after recovering from
lY furnished available July L.
also RCA television in good con- moonshine whiskey Mill on die. $80
month. Phone after 4:00
shilebreiy
d ncludr iB
ings); two 10' z 55' mobile a mild heart attack, U.S.
14:u:
I'verY
sot:7
chtion. Will sell separate, for play in the Capri Theatre lobby,
J-19-P
homes, two mobile home rent- Sen. Thomas J. Dodd. DemoNo ticket purchase necessary P. In, 901-642-5370.
ing Utilities Summer Rates.
infornzation call 753-7508.
STUD SERVICE, AKC register- al spaces, eight acres, all com- crat seeking re-electiont said,
MSC to me the still. Hours: Mon. THREE BEDROOM house with
ed Tow Poodle and Gorman mercial with 3 acre private lake he would return to the camthru Fri.-7:00 p.
al 10:00 living mom kitchen and bath
at 116 East Main
Shepherd. (Silver Poodle). Cali in city of Fulton, Ky., Boo 32. paign trail after a brief
FEEDER PIGS for sale. Call p. m.; Sat. & SM. 1:00 p.
rest.
for three collage girls for sum492-8371.
J-17-NC
3-18-P
p.
10:00 p. in.
TIC
753-7058.
mer or fail semester. All utilEIGHT COLLIE puppies, $5.00 BELTONE factory fresh hear ities furnished. One block from
.1-16-C lag aid batteries for all make University. Call 753-4974 after
each. Call 4354231
3:00 p. in.
3-16-C
hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
CHAMPION five-gaited show
114Tc
-horse, 2 geotal mares and colts;
PoR SUMMER term, 3-bedroom PEANUTS
... UNLESS, OF COURSE,
SOME GIRL WHO 15 50 DULL
UNLESS
1NO ONE
I WAS WRONG, CHARLIE
also one Siamese kitten. For FIGHT FATIGUE with Zippiss, house end 10' a 50' mobile home.
information call 753-1348 after the great iron pML Oly $1.98. Both Or conditioned. Located
EVER GOING TO
YOU HAPPEN TO FIND SOME
AND 50 BLAH 11-1AT SHE'LL
E3ROWN...yOUILL PROBABLY GET',•
.1-19-C Holland Drug
5:00 p.
at bernuliftd University Heights
THINK YOU'RE REALLY SOMETI-UNG!
EfL WHO IS EVEN MORE
MAZINWHARLIE
MARRIED 50MEDAY...
Mobile home park on North
WISHq-WASHi? THAN LIOU ARE...
BROWN
HOUSE TRAILER, 8' a 30*, air REDUCE SAFE and fast with 10th Street. Call
435-5862 or
conditioned, Alvis Hutson, Nor- GoBare tablets mil EVap "we- 753-7770.
3-19-C
m Route 4, cell 753-6618 after tor pills", Holland Drug. H-1TP
3-16.P
5:00 p. m.
FOR
SUMMER
ONLY, threeTHE TRUE stop, of western
bedroom house, furnished, airA GOOD buy . . give it a fry. Kentucky moctisbiners during conditioned. Cell
753-2527.
Blue Lustre A.merica's favorite prohibition will be told in 'The
3-16-C
carpet sharapoo. Western Auto, Moonshine War"... area preHoene of "The Wishing Weir' miere Wednesday, June 24th at HOUSE TRAILER, Or condi
3-17-C the Capri The.
J-22C timed, close to univeratt. Call
753-1203.
1-16-C
ALE
horseAUTOS
POI
16-FOOT GLASPAR, 80
a
`
---"•-•omellierellensieWat.
power Evinrude, breekdown
loses
Canada
'N
AMP,
four
wheel
drift.
Slats
1f49
trailer. Call 7534801. .1-20-P
Call gabbing title
mflsegs. his two to
TEC
BEATEN down carpet paths go 111111-710111.
MONTREAL (CPI) -CanadKEEREcT, '11 'THE GROOGINSCOPE Yu MEAN
ALMOST
ALL I CAN TELL YOU
when Blue Lustre arrives. Rent
door ians made an average of 692.9
15 WHAT HE TOLD ME,BECKY-FINISHED, GIRLS.JUST STAND
tw
o
IS WOUND uP Alsr VDU'RE GOi
PLYMOUTH.
1984
K.
$1.
Big
shampooer
electric
WI4AT'S POP
telephone calls each in 1968,
READY T'
THAT HE'S BUILDING THE
BY AN' GASP AT
TO MAKE //0/1
POP?
J-204 awdlop, $495.00. Call 763-7827. according to Bell Canada.
HAMMERING
YER OLD MAN'S
6ROGG/N5COPE, AND
OF NOTN/
AT
NOW,
AWAY
telephone
The company said
IT LL REVOLUTIONIZE THE
BUT IOW PACS
GENIUS!
CRUSHED STONE and sand
SUE?
FAIRLANE OT, Ford, VM statistics take about a year to
ENTIRE ENTERTAINMENT
Call, we deliver one ton or 1986
trameasioa
Inch,
4
-speed
Co.
compile. The average of 692.9
INDUSTRY!!
1,000. Pied Gardner 753-5319
$90000 put Canada second behind the
H-1TC Esa at 508 South Ilik,
CHOME TABLE and six theirs 1980 CHEVY, good condition, United States, which had an
in good condition. Call 753-8243 $100. Oak 753-8603.
J-17-P average of 791.
3-17-C
after 4 p. in.
NOTICE
NO ICE
USED COLD-SPOT air-conditioner, 28,000 BTU, cud condition, $176.00. 753-2290. J-17-C

mask

MANAGER TRAINEE

rrc

BIG K SHOE DEPT.
Mr. Hugh Steger

POE ssi.a

stsgs

SOYBEAN SEED

=II)

BLACKTOP
DRIVEWAYS

Murray
Warehousing
Corp.

APARTMENT
For Res#

7u-sno

753-4199

GET
ATTENTION

Peanuts®

by Charles M. Schulz

Abbie

Go!

•••

ANTIQUE pie safe. Solid walnut, newly antiqued in Willington Green. Reason for selling
to large for ipso intended.
Phone 753-8030 after 5:00 p. in.
TFNC

Amazing Low Price on the AltNew
Smooth Running
EAN 4-PLY D

CASH AND CARRY Carpel
Sale, while it lasts. Good car
pet, $1.99 sq. yard; heavy shag,
$2.99 sq. yd; other shag, $3.93
eq. yard; indoor-outdoor, $3.95
sq. yard; commercial type 111density rubber back, $3.95 sq
yard; also remnants, cutoffs,
bathroom pieces, stairways, per.
ches, boats, campers. Big stock.
Low overhead, volume buying
Paschell's Discount House, RaJ-13-P
nt, Ky., 4924733.
CLEANINGEST carpet cleaner
you ever used, so easy too. GM
Blue Lustre. Rent electric sham
pow $1. Western Auto, Home
of 'The Wishing Weil". 3-31-C
TWO FEMALE Welmarimer
dos about I months old. These
dogs can be registered. Call 436
3-17-C
2318.

COR RAYON

Lir Abner
HELLO,DAD!!

DID YOU GET

•

WHAT YOU
EXPECTED?

CAIN & TAYLOR GULF Si ATION
Corner of 4th k Main

Phone 753 5862
mite

by Al Capp
I LOST MY
SHOrr ON
DAT NUDIST
COLONY

0'YOURS!!
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Quotes From The News

Hospital Report

By UNITED PERU INTERNATIONAL

June 11, 1970
Census - Adults
87
5
Census - Nursery
Newborn Admissions
Mrs. Ruth Edwards and baby
girl, Route 9, Benton.
Dismissals
Mrs. Mary Swann (To cony.).
1710 Ryan Ave., Murray; Mn.
Josephine Baker, Route 1.,,Murray; Mrs. Rebecca Billlngton,
Route 1, Hazel; Mrs. Janice
Langland and baby girl, Route
4, Murray; Mrs. June Cunning100 Magnolia Drive, Murray; Mrs. Jan Roberts and baby
boy, Route 7, Murray; Albert
Cassity, Route 1, Murray; Mrs.
Edna Knight, Route 1-, Murray;
Nut Kemp, 211 North 5th
Street, Murray; Mrs. Annie
Brooks (From Corny.), 400 North
5th Street, Murray; William H.
Starks (expired), Route 1, Al.

WASHINGTON - Vice President Spiro T. Agnew, speaking out on
his right to criticise the press:
"My differences with some of the news media in this country
have come not over their right to criticise government or public
officials, but my right to criticise them when I think they have
been excessive or irresponsible in their criticism."
WASHINGTON -Sen. Jacob K. Javits, R.N.Y., epaaisieg in favor
of his proposed legislation limiting to 30 days the time a president
could commit U. S. troops to combat without coogressional assent
". .
There exists an undeniable and undesirable imbalance
In the respective war powers of Congress and the president in
favor of the president."
WAVERLY, Minn.-Former Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey,
announcing pi a candidate for the U. S. Senate and conceding he
would accept the Democratic presidential nomination if It were
offered:
"I thank the people of Minnesota would want me to acme the
nomination if it ever was offered again."
WASHINGTON -Rep, Edith Green, D-Ore., commenting on the
chances of coegreissional passage of higher education legislation
this year in the wake of campus disturbances:
"I can't see how we can get support for a bill now or perhaps
even this year."
Parental roles
HOLLYWOOD (UPD-John
Lasell and Marian Ross will
play the parents
of John Neilii
inwliel-Wlis
Brenda Sykes in the fide role.

Add sex appeal
HOLL
OD (UPI)- The
producers of "Mission: Impassible" have decided to add ass
appeal to the series - a year
afttr the departure of Barbara
Bain - by signing Lesley War
era as a regular cast member.

-

see

The American Red Cross
was founded by Clara Barton
in 1881.

I- Regularly scheduled air service over the Atlantic began in
1939.

& TIMER

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

NEW YORK (UPI)-Stocks
opened mixed in moderate
*mover today.
Shortly after the opening, the
marketwide indicator
P1
towed a gain of 0.31 per cent
et 390 issues crossing the tape.
Of these, 156 gained and 113
declined.
Walt Disney opened a point
in€ter at 1177/8, while Sears,
Roebuck held unchanged at
$6`:. Teledyne dipped 3/1 to
16-6, with Pittson off a like
1
2. General Teleamount to 29/
phone was unchanged at 23'n,
as was International Nicke at

Sizing sip
NEW YORK (UPI)-The National Association of Hosiery
Manufacturers says it has just
completed a 14-month scientific study to help make sure
that pantyhose fit correcdy.
The findings am heingAranslated into industry-wide size
defutitions so that a woman
will now be able to buy a pair
of pantyhose with assurance COP OUT, FINALLY-Clevethat the size will correspond land Police Chief Lewis
not only to her height but also Coffey poses in his cap and
her weight.
gown for his June 14 graduation from Cleveland State
University. He ,began "moonlighting" classes in 1959, and
he's finally getting his bachelor's degree in education.

FORD . . .

by MR HEINER
FOR THIRTY-FIVE

years
now, the Original Amateur Hour
has been in existence-going
all the way back to the reign
of the late Major Edward
Bowes, and for 22 of those
years it has been one of the
ranking television shows. But
don't ask Ted Mack, the hour's
saajor-domo, about how high or
low it has ranked (actually,
very high for a while and now
solidly middling).
"I'm a simple soul," the intelligent, genial Ted says, "and -'
I don't understand things like
ratings at all. I'm the exact opposite of a business man, and
I can't sign a contract without
my advisers pointing to a line
and saying 'There.' I don't know
where the Amateur Hour rates.

•1

All I do is go on and run it, which is something I do and
,.ean understand."
• • •
THE IMPRESSIVE statistics
Pilbout the CBS show are that
It now is on 193 stations, it has
omen well otter GOO or 700 program' die by the wayside as it
has merrily gone on, it has presented more than 25,000 acts in
radio and TV and its audition
staff has heard more than a
million acts and 3% million individuals. Not to mention that
over the seasons it has bucked,
rather successfully, such competition as "Gunsmoke" and
Jackie Gleason shows.
Mack's early leanings, from
the days back in Denver when
he heard a saxophone act
called the Six Brown Brothers,
were toward mimic and for long
years he was a professional
clarinet-saxman and a good one.
He knew and played with such
people as Glenn Miller, Red
Nichols and Jack Teagarden,
and he likes to tell how when
he left Ben Pollack's band he
was replaced by a 15-year-old
In short pants named Benny
Goodman, who played the clarinet the way no one has before
or since.
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For safety's sake

LINCOLN, Neb. (UPI)-Police authorities warn that the
scant homes of summer vacationers are tempting to prospective burglars and suggest
all unoccupied homes be made
to appear lived in. A house
that looks occupied will be less
tempting to a burglar.
The Nebraska Extension
Service recommends that vacationers lock all doors and windows securely,leave blinds only
partially closed, suspend routine pickups and deliveries, in"He hasn't been in the swim form a
neighbor of your
of trying to solve the probienas tinerary and where you can be produce a re-make of "Wutherthat we've had facing us," sate reached, have the lawn
cut ing Heights" on location in
Ford. "He has not created any regularly and notify local
po- England with Robert Fuest
animosity by taking one side or lice of your planned
absence. directing.
the other - this is one of the
advantages. One of the disadvaetages is, I think, he's been out
of communication for this period of time."
Ford said he had no running
mate in mind at the time, adding he thought there would be
more candidates in the race beAll AROUND THE HOUSE
fore the end of the next 11
months. He added he thought'
SEARS CAR 00 GREAT THINGS
the naming of House of Repre
sentatives Speaker Julian Car.
roll of Paducah as Combs' running mate was a mistake.
"I believe the people ,ought
have a choice," he said.--1 don't
think a man ought to say if you
take me you take him. I believe
this was a mistake."
Asked if he had any misgiv.
lags about Combs being elected
governor Ford said, "I don't
know about misgivings; I think :
he's a very competent opponent. Then smiling, he said:
111111111
"I thought he made a right
good federal judge and it would
have been best if he stayed
there."

dimes of the people."
"I'm delighted they put me
on the side of the people," he
said. "Or the people on my
side."
Conserved as federal judge
on the U.S. 8th Circuit Court of
Appeals at Cincinnati, Ohio, for
three years until June 5 whets
he resigned to run for governor.
Ford said he thought this was
both an aid and a distadvantags
to the Prestonburg native.
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out on those one-man-band setups. "The basic talent musically
still is there," he said, "but the
kids are more sophisticated
now. They're bound to be; err!
night on TV they can see anything from Red Skelton to the

for a whole hour to someone
who plays the trumpet the way 5"7.‘
Biz Beiderbecke did That's music. That's the best " Proving
only that the world's most successful m c. is simply a big. sirtilltrrf
band sideman at heart
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placed the excited chatter ot
girls when they drifted into
sleep with a new awareness of
nature.
The volunteer staff for the
Day Camp included: Mrs. James
Byrn, director; Mrs. Charles
Outland and Mrs. Patrict
When "Amateur Hour" viewers voted Michael Herbal, 14business managers; Mrs- Haab
year-old Northampton, Pa., trumpet player, as the 1970
Lentz, refreshments; Dr. Jairci
national amateur champion, Ted Mack was delighted to
Hart, camp doctor; Shelton ho.
raise Mike's arm in victory. A onetime professional muwen, first aid; and Mrs. Everett
sician, Mack is partial to trumpets and trumpet player*.
Ward Outland, Cadette unit ad
movie theaters, and Bowes him- Bolshoi Ballet. But it would be visor.
The unit leaders were Nut
self tapped Mack as talent su- nice to see somebody once again
pervisor for the Amateur Hour. who really can play the wash- Nancy Hart, Mrs. Jerry Hopkins, Mrs. Jamie Washer, Mn
"which meant that I went tub."
around the country trying to
The biggest talents he person- Ronald Rogers, and Mrs. Gerald
dig up talent."
ally has seen on the program, Miller. Assistant unit leaden
The program went off the air he says, "at the risk of offend- were Miss Anne Battle,
Mrs.
for two years after Bowes' ing six zillion others," are Rob- W. H. Williams, Mrs.
Raymond
death, and then Ted and his, ert Merrill and Regina Resnik, Nall, Mrs. Peggy
Brandon and
press-agent partner, Lew Graf the opera stars. And he's par- Mrs. Alfred
Lindsey.
ham, who had been booking ticularly 'proud of having said
These ladies planned and or
bands into military bases, re- immediately "There's a star"
ganized the Day Camp Program
vived it, but Oh TV this time, when Ann-Margret wait' an OrThey were assisted by other no.
via the old Dumont network. iginal Amateur. Other grads, of
then of girls during the week
Currently with CBS, it has been course, have included Sinatra,
cooperation an1
snown on all three major net- Maria Callas, Connie Francis, Community
support helped make this cams
works over the years.
Georgia Gibbs and-Pat Boone.
a happy learning experience for
• • •
A little wistfully. Ted says
there's less variety now in the
"MY PERSONAL likes, for en- girls in scouting.
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years. however, and Ted now acts they audition fewer kooks tertainment 7" Ted asks. "VVell.
and then had to scramble for who play the spoons or beat it if I had my way I'd just listen
jobs: when he found himself
auditioning for a nothing job
In a broken-down California saloon one day, the seed of getting out of music was sown He
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